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The Challenge
The accelerated digital transformation of organizations, the
increased adoption of multi-cloud computing environments
and remote working trends have rendered traditional network
perimeter security obsolete. Employees and partners are
accessing corporate data and applications using a great variety
of devices and networks, private and business owned.
Security policies are shifting to a new
paradigm, where security teams need to
secure the access to diverse end points.
Employees in organizations need access
to various groups, applications, and sites
to perform their job.
Managing this access is challenging, as
requirements change - new applications
are added or users need additional
access rights. Enterprise organizations
often face challenges when managing
employee access to resources such as:
• Users may not know what access they
should have, and even if they do, they

may have difficulty locating the right
individuals to approve their access.
•O
 nce users find and receive access to
a resource, they may hold on to access
longer than is required for business
purposes.
This scenario gets more complicated
when you collaborate with outside
organizations - you may not know who
in the other organization needs access
to your resources, and they won’t know
what applications, groups, or sites your
organization is using.

Entitlements management can help
you address these challenges. Gartner
defines entitlements management as
“technology that grants, resolves, enforces,
revokes and administers fine-grained
access entitlements (also referred to as
‘authorizations,’ or ‘privileges.’ Its purpose is
to execute IT access policies to structured/
unstructured data, devices and services.”
https://www.gartner.com/en/informationtechnology/glossary/entitlement-management
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Access management and
governance complement identity
management. In tandem they
provide strong authentication and
authorization to secure access to
your resources
Tina Jumani (CEO)

Executive Summary
Market

Description

Challenge

Results

Identity and Access
Management

As businesses
increasingly migrate data,
apps and services to
the cloud, entitlements
management is crucial for
ensuring a strong access
security posture.

Manage entitlements
and authorizations
effectively while reducing
administrative complexity
and enhancing user
experience and corporate
data security.

Siaraa Entitlements
Management automates
provisioning, revocation and
administration of fine-grained
access entitlements to
enforce access policies across
the corporate ecosystem.

The Solution
Siaraa Entitlements Management is a
self-service module to help a user
manage their entitlements by verifying
different access rights, whether it is group
memberships and/or access permissions.
The owner can easily review what
entitlements they own before they expire
and update the entitlement catalog
properties through the UI. Entitlements’
review can be performed either for single
or bulk entitlements with appropriate
validations.

The solution is flexible, scalable and
integrates seamlessly with business
organization.
Siaraa Entitlements Management
self-service portal provides a full spectrum
visibility of owned entitlements to software
applications, using a single glass of pane
and eliminating human-error

Features
• Easily manage access rights
• Bulk authorization
• Dashboard to track due dates
• Validation by administrator

Key Benefits
Siaraa Entitlements Management
self-service offers organizations safety
and compliance. It serves a key role in an
authentication, authorization, and access
control application security model, as it
authorizes users and confirms what they
have, what they can see and what
they can do.
Entitlements Management also makes
licensing and entitlement management

technology key to protecting the
intellectual property of IoT connected
devices, ensuring the integrity, safety and
reliability of cyber-enabled processes.
Finally, Entitlements Management can
greatly benefit organizations, as it can
reduce costs, improve quality of service
and make products or services available
for customers to use in as many ways
as possible.

Benefits
• Safety and compliance
• Reduce costs
• Improve quality of service
• Increase time to market

Summary
Robust access management is the cornerstone of modern
security policies towards a Zero Trust approach. Entitlements
Management gives entitlements owners the flexibility and
scalability to manage their access rights, avoiding costly
outages due to expired authorizations, while enabling safety
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